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Q. 1. The ________ act as a guide to draw an expression of a cartoon character
A. Model chart  
C. Proportion chart
B. Mouth chart  
D. Expression chart

Q. 2. Use_________ to draw cartoon character accurately in any position
A. Clay Models  
C. Mouth Chart
B. Proportion Chart  
D. Expression Chart

Q. 3. Which of these are types of computer graphics?
A. Scalar and raster  
C. Vector and Scalar
B. Vector and Scalar  
D. None of these

Q. 4. _______ is one of the most important factors to consider when constructing a cartoon character
A. Color  
C. Guide lines
B. Expression  
D. Proportion

Q. 5. When an object seems to come towards the viewer, it is usually is known as......................
A. Zooming  
C. Foreshortening
B. Charging  
D. Close up

Q. 6. The movement of a ________ in the wind is an example of wave movement
A. Tree  
C. Sky
B. Flag  
D. None of these

Q. 7. For economic reasons, TV series are made as simply as possible from the animation point of view this approach is generally known as________
A. Full animation  
C. Limited animation
B. Live action  
D. Computer animation

Q. 8. Which of the following is the main responsibility of a Modeller?
A. To create characters and environments working with the Designers, Riggers, and Animators.
B. To Model assets accurately from provided concept art
C. To Manage models during production and make adjustments when necessary
D. All of these

Q. 9. When an animal wags _________ take place a similar movement.
A. Eye  
C. Mouth
B. Head  
D. Tail
Q. 10. ............is a big help in creating attitudes in posture and movement of a cartoon Character
A. Circular Forms  B. Character Forms  
C. Cartoon Proportions  D. Line of action

Q. 11. The first thing to draw when constructing a figure is__________
A. Path of action  B. Line of action  
C. Centre line  D. Eye Line

Q. 12. Which one of the following is a specially of cute character?
A. A high forehead  B. long left  
C. Titled head  D. small eyes

Q. 13. A................file is the most common picture file type found on the internet
A. .psd  B. .jpg  
C. .doc  D. .fla

Q. 14. The quality of an image depends on........
A. Number of pixels used by image  
B. Number of lines used by image  
C. Number of resolution used by image  
D. None of these

Q. 15. ................. Will divide a ball shaped face in the middle length wise.
A. Line of action  B. Construction  
C. Elliptical guideline  D. Eye line

Q. 16. Who is responsible for decisions regarding the overall pacing and planning of the whole story?
A. Story board artist  B. layout artist  
C. Animator  D. Director

Q. 17. Why is it important to take advice and guidance from seniors?
A. to Develop knowledge  B. To develop skills  
C. Both of these  D. None of these

Q. 18. Which among the following will lead to self-development?
A. Be accountable towards duties  
B. Take responsibility  
C. Be flexible  D. All of these

Q. 19. Which among the following systems are installed in offices to retain video footage of activities?
A. Fire alarm  B. CCTV  
C. LAN  D. All of these

Q. 2. Identify the correct working posture.

A.
Q 21. Which among the following is rung in case of a fire?
A. Telephone  
B. Fire alarm  
C. Call bell  
D. All of these

Q 22. Why are mock drills organized?
A. To inform about emergency evacuation process  
B. To have a work meeting  
C. To offer refreshments  
D. To show to the management

Q 23. Who among the following should be alerted in case a visitor is carrying a fire arm?
A. Supervisor  
B. Housekeeping staff  
C. Security  
D. All of these

Q 24. Identify the sign related to medical emergency:
A.  
B.  
C.  
D.  
Q 25. Which among the following is a potential hazard?
A. Entangled wires  B. Nails coming out of furniture
C. Improper electrical wiring  D. All of these

Q 26. You can experience aches and pains at workplace due to..............
A. Prolonged sitting  B. Correct posture
C. Correct screen settings  D. All of these

Q 27. Which of the following is not a risk to safety?
A. Slippery floors  B. Hazardous chemicals
C. Correct working posture  D. Exposure to dust

Q 28. Which of these is not a hazard?
A. Overheated equipment  B. Loose cables
C. Overloaded sockets  D. Branded equipment’s

Q 29. Which among the following should not be used in case of a fire?
A. Fire Extinguisher  B. Fire alarms
C. Sand buckets  D. Lifts

Q 30. You can slip, trip or fall due to................
A. Loose cables  B. Torn mats
C. Slippery floor  D. All of these